
i. Hold the bar with a slightly wider than shoulder width grip. Palms facing away from torso.

ii. Hang  from the bar with straight arms and a deep grip into your palm (no finger hook), but with your shoulders engaged to raise your torso. 

iii. Raise yourself by pulling your elbows to the floor.

iv. Raise yourself until your chin passes the bar. 

v. Lower yourself (controlled) until your arms are straight, activate your triceps at the lowest point (keep shoulders engaged throughout, no dead-hang). Take a deep breath and repeat.

∙ Lower Back: neutral position, slight natural arch. Do not round or excessively arch.

∙ Grip: Full grip, deep into your palm slightly wider than shoulder width apart. Palms should be facing away from your body. Hold the bar high, close to your fingers. Focus on squeezing your weakest fingers (ring and pinky).

∙ Legs: Keep all lower body muscles engaged to ensure movement/ power coming from correct source (no power wastage). 

∙ Shoulders: Keep your shoulders back and engaged throughout, don't dead hang between reps.

∙ Chest: Raise your chest and lead with chest when raising. Aim to kiss the bar with your chest.

∙ Head:  Keep neutral, don't look up or down.

∙ Elbows: With a slightly wider than shoulder width grip, the elbows will naturally come out slightly in front of your body, engaging your lats (what we want). 

∙ Breathing: deep breath pre-raise, hold, exhale when lowered (exhale minimally). Repeat.

Disclaimer
This guide has been designed to supplement DFPT personal training sessions only to aid independent and unsupervised training sessions, and is not designed to be exhaustive or fully comprehensive. 

By using this guide you are doing so voluntarily and at your own risk. You should be in good physical condition and not suffering from any medical condition, disability or affliction prior to commencing any training plan or  new exercise 
regime without speaking to a healthcare professional or medical doctor.

Performing exercises detailed in this high-level guide, without prior experience and/ or no supervision from appropriately trained professional  will heighten the risk of serious injury.
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